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EBSCO Publishing Enhances German-Language Search 
~ Two New Search Enhancements Make it Easier to Find and Retrieve German 

Language Content in EBSCOhost® and EBSCO Discovery Service™ ~ 
 

 
IPSWICH, Mass. — November 21, 2011 — EBSCO Publishing (EBSCO) has further advanced 

its multilingual support by introducing two new German-Language search enhancements — an 

improved umlaut search and increased support for variants. These new features will enhance the 

search experience for German-language users in EBSCOhost®, the most-used for-fee electronic 

resource in libraries around the world, and EBSCO Discovery Service™, a core collection of 

locally-indexed metadata allowing users greater access to the library’s online full text and print 

holdings.  

 

The enhanced umlaut search allows searches with a word that contains the umlauted vowel (ä, ö, 

ü) and retrieves the same word spelled with the digraph “vowel + e” (ae, oe, ue), and vice versa. 

For example, schöne and schoene will be treated completely interchangeably. Another advantage 

is that when data in records is entered inconsistently, sometimes using an umlauted vowel and 

sometimes using the digraph “vowel + e”, the search results will now include both, regardless of 

which way the query was entered. 

 

EBSCO is also providing more support for variants enabling users to easily find what they are 

looking for. By covering a wide range of variations of the same word, search results will retrieve 

singular and plural forms in nouns and adjectives, variations of personal names, new spellings 

introduced as part of the 1996 Spelling Reform and other common spelling variations. Similar 

terms such as Großbritannien/England and synonyms of a search term (if the “Apply related 

words” option is selected) will also be represented in the result list.  

 

Expanding multilanguage search to offer improved search results is an ongoing mission for 

EBSCO. The growth of EBSCOhost throughout the world, the continued addition of non-English 

content to databases and the advances in resources such as EBSCO Discovery Service, which 

extend searching beyond EBSCOhost resources, all require multilanguage search development.  



  

 

Earlier this year, EBSCO announced the expansion of multilanguage searching in many of its 

resources to provide improved language-specific searching for more than 40 of the most common 

languages in EBSCOhost resources—a number that will continue to expand. 

 

About EBSCO Publishing 

EBSCO Publishing is the world’s premier database aggregator, offering a suite of more than 350 

full-text and secondary research databases and nearly 300,000 eBooks. Through a library of tens 

of thousands of full-text journals, magazines, books, monographs, reports and various other 

publication types from renowned publishers, EBSCO serves the content needs of all researchers 

(Academic, Medical, K-12, Public Library, Corporate, Government, etc.). The company’s product 

lines include proprietary databases such as Academic Search™, Business Source®, CINAHL®, 

DynaMed™, Literary Reference Center™, MasterFILE™, NoveList®, SocINDEX™ and 

SPORTDiscus™ as well as dozens of leading licensed databases such as ATLA Religion 

Database™, EconLit, Inspec®, MEDLINE®, MLA International Bibliography, The Philosopher’s 

Index™, PsycARTICLES®,  PsycINFO® and RILM™. Databases are powered by EBSCOhost®, the 

most-used for-fee electronic resource in libraries around the world. EBSCO is the provider of 

EBSCO Discovery Service™ a core collection of locally-indexed metadata creating a unified index 

of an institution’s resources within a single, customizable search point providing everything the 

researcher needs in one place—fast, simple access to the library’s full text content, deeper 

indexing and more full-text searching of more journals and magazines than any other discovery 

service (www.ebscohost.com/discovery). For more information, visit the EBSCO Publishing Web 

site at: www.ebscohost.com, or contact: information@ebscohost.com.  

 

EBSCO Publishing is a division of EBSCO Industries Inc., one of the largest privately held 

companies in the United States. 
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